GUESTS’ NOTES
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Joanna and Simon start the series thinking about what they want to get out of
it. Joanna also meets Dr Roger Bretherton, Principal Lecturer for Enterprise in
the School of Psychology at the University of Lincoln, and Dave Smith, author of
‘God’s Plan For Your Wellbeing’,
theRESOURCES
book that accompanies this series.
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Starter Questions
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FILM SERIES
Introduce yourselves.
In this 8-part film series, each episode is around 20 minutes long and
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What would you like to get out of this series on wellbeing?

•
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Discussion Questions
1. Why has “wellbeing” become such an important subject?

!

2. What have you done in PREVIEW
the past to SESSION
improve your
wellbeing?
ONE
3. How might our wellbeing affect those around us?

4. How much have you considered that God is involved in your wellbeing in the
areas outlined? (See areas outlined on the 6 dials.)

5. What appeals to you about the word “shalom”?
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ACTIVITIES/TOOLS
Look
at the six dials
RELATIONAL
FINANCIAL
VOCATIONAL
1. Take a moment to mark on the dials, or record somewhere on your mobile or
other device, how you think you are doing in each area. (Red-Amber-Green).

2. Which area of wellbeing is your strongest?
3. Aim to think about each of the areas and its dial on different days this week
and reflect on where you would like the dial to be.

4. Remember Roger Bretherton’s advice. Focus on one area at a time. Which
area do you plan to focus on?

5. What stands out for you from Dave Smith’s story?
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FINAL THOUGHT
Reflect on the dials together and share an area where you would love to
see improvement.

